Impact of Recall on India
G6685 Fisher-Price Learning Pots & Pans™ Playset Recall
Thank you for visiting this site. This is with regards to the above voluntary recall of the Fisher-Price Learning
Pots & Pans™ Playset.
Details of the recall in India are as follows:
The playset’s MRP is Rs. 1,199/-. Please use the images below to determine if you own any affected product.
In case you do, please email service.india@mattel.com or call on 1-800-2090102 and we shall inform on how
to return the product for a full refund / replacement.
Thank you for your continued trust.
The Learning Pots & Pans™ Playset is a set of stacking pots and pans
with a lid and shape-sorting blocks. The product features lights and
sounds and operates on 3 “AA” batteries.
Missing screws in the blue pan can cause the clear plastic cover to
become loose, releasing small balls which pose a choking hazard.
If you own this playset please remove it from the reach of children
and use this online guide to determine if it is affected:

1) Please locate the blue pan containing the encased colored balls.

2) Please turn the blue pan over and examine the underside. There
should be six screws inserted through the bottom of blue pan into
the clear plastic cover above.

3) If there are six screws in place on the underside of the blue pan,
your product is not affected by the recall and you can continue to
enjoy your playset.
4) If there are any screws missing from the underside of the blue
pan, your product is affected by this recall. Please remove the
blue pan portion of the Learning Pots & Pans™ playset from
the hands of children, immediately.

We apologize for any inconvenience. Our greatest concern has always rested with the safety of
the children who play with our toys, which is why we have responded promptly in an effort to
maintain the trust of the families that have allowed us to be part of their lives.

